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Calloway County
United Press International

In Our 12nd Year

Investigation Reveals
Additional Drugs Are
Missing From Clinic
Investigation into the robbery
of drugs frpm the HoustonMcDevitt Clinic, Inc., on
Saturday night is continuing
today by the Murray Police
Department.
With a further check by officials at the Clinic, it has been
found that the amount of drugs
taken is now about $2500 worth
instead of the 8500 amount
previously announced, according
to city officials.
The
breakin
occurred
sometime Saturday night and
was discovered by Dr. Ray
Ammons on Sunday morning who
reported it to the City Police at
10:46 a.m.
A complete investigation was
conducted by the City Police
officers. Most of the drugs taken
were in pill form, according to
reports.
Another report of a breakin on
Sunday was made, but investigation by the police said that
nothing else was taken on that
night. The Police said someone
hadkicked a door open to a stock
room, but nothing of importance
was in the room.
Investigation is also continuing
by the city police in the robbery
and breakin at the Dale and
Stubblefield Store that occurred
recently.

Larry Neal Keaton
Ordained Recently
Larry Neal Keaton, husband of
the former Kitty Ray of Murray,
was ordained as a Baptist
minister at the Crescent Hill
Baptist Church, Louisville.
Attending the special services
at the church were Mrs. Keaton's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Crawford
Ray, and her sister, Miss
Esabelle Ray, all of Murray.
Rev. Keaton and his wife will
be moving to Gastonia, North
Carolina,on February 1 where he
has accepted the position of
associate pastor of a church
there. He is a graduate of the
Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary, Louisville.

Investigation
Of Theft Rem
Is Continuing

Two questions we have to find the
answer to: when did Murray
High School burn and was the so
called bad winter of '17 in the
spring or fall.

So far we have not come up with
the answers.

Murray High School was rebuilt
in 1923 so this would indicate that
the school burned probably in
1921 or 1922. That's all we can find
out thus far.
•
As far as the winter of 1917 is
concerned, we are of the opinion
it happened in the fall of 1917
because this winter brought on a
lot of influenza which in turn
developed into pneumonia,
killing thousands of people. In
1918 over all the world, 20,000,000
people died from the flu. In the
United States alone, including
our armed forces, 548,000 people
died from it

As we salVeve are not sure on
both counts, Nit our answers are
as indicated above Anyone who
happened to be on the spot at the
time could fill us in and we'll be
(Continued on Page Eight)
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Rescue Squad Discovers
Bramlett's Body In Pond
Miss Donelson To
Enter Training

Dr. Carter Speaker
At Luncheon Meet

Young Hazel Man Drowns

Miss Lynda Donelson has been
the Atlantic Airline
-- --Ile. Raymond Carter of the
Personnel Training School of
Murray State University Faculty
Kansas City, Mo., and will began
The body of Porter Bramlett. Winchester and Rev. Paul Dailey
will present the program on
her studies there on March 1.
Jr., age 27, of Hazel was found officiating.
The theft of $12,000 from Lonnie "Three Great Confederates" at
Monday at 2:45 p.m. in a farm Pallbearers will be Richard
Shroat in front of the Post Office the annual Lee-Jackson-Maury Holmes Ellis, left, mayor of The school offers a complete
comin , airline
pond about two-tenths of a mile Vance, James Nesbitt, Jimmy
here last Friday is still under luncheon of the J. N. Williams Murray and general manager si course
Edwards, Joe Dee Raspberry,
west of his home in Hazel.
investigation according to the chapter of the United Daughters the Western Dark-Fired Minims munications, reservation and
ticket procedures, personnel
Jimmy Wilson, and Tom White.
offices of Murray Chief of Police, of the Confederacy to be held Grov.ers Association, and
Calloway County Coroner Max Burial will be in the Hazel
James Brown, and Calloway Wednesday, January 20, at Spector Vernon Butterworth, development, and tour and
•.
was called to the scene Cemetery
Churchill
the
with
travel.
Steele.
Clyde
Sheriff,
Inn.
twelve
Holiday
County
noon at the
Murray. check some leaf.
the body. He reported arrangements by the Miller
examine
to
Mr.
of
daughter
Donelson,
Miss
Authorities said that Shroat The occasion honors Generals
that death apparently resulted Funeral Home, Hazel, where
and Mrs. Lewis Donelson of
told them that he was approached Robert E. Lee, Thomas Jonathan
from accidental drowning.
Murray Route Six, is a graduate
friends may call.
.16
by a Negro male unknown to him (Stonewall) Jackson, and Adm.
Some of the more than four
'
Search Headquarters
of Calloway County High School
near Wallis' Grocery at ap- Matthew Fontaine Maury, whose
hundred rescuers had reportedly the search for Bramlett was
and at present is a student at
proximately 2:30 p.m. Friday. birthdays are in January.
gone by the pond three or four headquartered in the City Hall at
Murray State University.
Shroat's account of the events
McCuistou
but had failed to see the Hazel and was cooperated in by
times
the
to
according
that followed,
man's body.
young
all City of Hazel, County and City
local authorities is as follows:
of Murray and State officers and
—He was asked directions to a
Brarnlett was found by the various volunteer organizations.
certain apartment in Murray,
Another all-time high average off
Calloway County Rescue Sqquad At the height of the search
and , not knowing these direcThe Calloway County Council for the sale of dark fired tobacco
with a drag after the entire Monday morning, there were
tions, he agreed to take the Negro on Drug Education will meet on the Murray Market was . •
western area of Hazel had been probably as many as "400
male to look for the house.
tonight at 7:00 p.m. in the con- reached with the sales on Mon- -American Private Enterprise He is a member of the First searched on foot by various
volunteers and officers in the
—On their way to the house ference room of the Murray day.
System" is the title of the ten Baptist Church, charter member search parties from seven p.m. area assisting with the search.
they picked up another Negro Calloway County Hospital.
Builders
Home
the
of
011ie Barnett, reporter for the !weeks course to be offered to
Sunday through three p.m. The Hazel City Council and city
male who directed them to a
The Council will finalize local market, said an average of !outstanding young men and Association, and a member of the Monday.
officials wish to express apcertain area in the northeastL projects plans for grades 1 thru 8 853.16 was recorded for the wotnen of Murray and Calloway American Angus Association.
The Hazel man,an employee of preciation to all the organizations
section of Murray.
feels
he
said
judge
Theformer
and officially announce project Monday sales.
County High Schools.
Parker's Food Market; Mtirray,
the search with
—Not finding anyone at home plans following the meeting The market sold 367,950 pounds
that the home is the basic unit of had left home about two p.m. who assisted in
at this address, they proceeded according to Willard Alls, for a total volume of 195,59214 for ! Hall McCuiston who served as society and that the home should Sunday on a hunting trip. The special thanks to the Calloway
County Rescue Squad and Henry
!County Judge of Calloway for be first to, accept responsibility.
back to Murray whereupon one of Chairman of the council.
the day.
search was started after his County Rescue Squad, the
!four
is
years
the
program
the men exhibited to Mr. Shroat a
responits
of
much
too
said
He
The public is invited to attend The previous all time previous
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Porter
Highway Police
!chairman for the coUrse.
large amount of money and told the meeting.
sibility is being placed on the Bramlett, Sr., became concerned Kentucky State
high of 03.04 on Thursday,
and the Calloway County
Mr. Shroat he would wager him
churches.
and
schools
will
class
junior
about
return
to
the
January 14.
of
Students
when he failed
Sheriff's department.
$100.00 that he could show more
McCuiston further said in his dark Sunday.
Reports are that all tobacco is have an opportunity to learn from
Beginning at 7:00 Sunday night,
money than could Mr. Shroat.
people
young
being sold in regular channels i some of the' outstanding association with
Bramlett is survived by his
Club had
—Mr. Shroat then went to the
parents work to give parents; grandmother, Mrs. the Hazel Woman's
that
KenWestern
in
that
and
is
it
of
businessmen
none
sent
being
to
ultod Pr... International
sandwiches and hot coffee in the
Bank of Murray and checked out
want,
they
everything
children
The
four
the pool. A large number ci :ucky, a spokesman said.
Lucy Patterson of Hazel;
City Hall so that the volunteers
$12,000.00 and brought the money
buyers and sellers are still on program is designed to cover ten but instead they should give them sisters, Mrs. Peggy Collins and
back to the car which was parked Kentucky: Variable cloudiness hand for the sales which wtil different subjects with ten dif- more time, attention, and love, Mrs. Kathryn Phelps, both of could warm and eat between
searches.
today and early tonight with continue on* the farK-4/ggrak,igeeent
by Scott's Drug Store.
Tenn., MI" Patsy+ '1"2 Caltoway County Red
resiourcesieuuke stadlocal yind laggg,Ajnekie of the un—He then drove his car th front scattered light sribsolettnrreirellifid floors.
tlIt
etTnny
neciatilgrlIte
the
Sissy
,
leading
Nitss
and
tramfett
,businessmen
Cross provided food through the
portion ending. Clearing late
of the Post Office.
want.
discussion groups.
Bramlett, both of Hazel; two Calloway
Surplus
County
tonight. Continued quite cold
Topics to be discussed Include: This new program is sponsored brothers, Jimmy Bramlett, Commodity
—When he took the money out
and
program
tonight. Increasing
through
and
Businessmen
Local
the
by
use
at
and
Army
S.
U.
create
the
with
to
serving
How
of his pocket, the two men
assisted with the preparation of
-and not so cold
cloudiness
Cooperative
the
Educators,
of
organizations, relationship
Fort Campbell, and Dwayne the food for the volunteers.
grabbed it and left on foot going
Wesnesday. Highs today mostly
government to business, and the Council, and the University of Buster Bramlett of Hazel. , Various citizens also donated
east on Maple Street.
students
graduating
Mid-year
in the 20s. Lows tonight 4 to 12
cooperative cooperation The Kentucky. This new program He was a member of the Hazel sandwiches and food for the
—Mr. Shroat then went to the east to teens west. Highs at Murray State University will
programs will also endeavor to should begin in Calloway County Baptist Churth where funeral volunteers.
Police Department to report the Wesnesday 20s east to 30s west. be honored by President and Mrs.
promote understanding of the in late January or early services will be held Wesnesday Mr. Gillette, Civil Defense
theft.
Harry M. Sparks with a Senior
at two p.m. with Rev. B. R. Director of Christian County,and
problems faced by business men February.
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
Tea in the ballroom of the
Chief Brown has reported that
and how they relate personal
Livingston Campbell of the State
Union
Student
Waterfield
the matter is being fully inexperiences to the topic being
22.
Jan.
p.m.
4
from''2
for
to
Extended
outlook
weather
Building
(Continued on Page Eight)
vestigated and that several
of the discussed.
persons have been questioned Kentucky Thursday through Dr. Sparks said members
taught school in
McCuiston
Saturday:
faculty and staff an their
with regard to the theft.
Graves and Call way County
Partly cloudy and warmer with spouses are also invitedidlttend
sixteen years, and was a mer
chance for showers and thun- the reception. A total... of 444
chant in Murray for fifteen ye
dershowers Thursday and Friday students have made applications
before serving as•County Jtidee.
becoming cloudy with occasional for degrees at mid-year.
Members of the senior classes pected, the greatest weight is
examination _.
rain Saturday. Cooler Saturday.
at Calloway County or Murray given to originality of thought A. five-day
Lows Thursday morning mid 20s
High School have a chance at a and expression," explained schedule for fall semester classes
to mid 30s rising upper 30s and
$1200.00 scholarship through the Wayne Williams, --the Essay at Murray State University will
begin Friday, January 22.
40s Friday and Saturday. Hukhs
Citizenship Essay Contest Contest Chairman.
Essay Regularly scheduled classes
40s
the
in
50s
low
and
Thursday
sponsored by Murray avitan "The purpose of the
County Agent Ted Howard
Dr. Harry M.Sparks will be the Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., will Club. The essay would need to be Contest is to encourage students will meet for the last time
reported this week that the dark rising into the upper 50s aid 60s
lowering
50s
then
the
Friday
into
guest
speaker at the meeting of !speak at the dinner meeting of completed' by March -IS, 197h to study the time-honored and Thursday, and examinations will
fired tobacco market opened on a
Saturday.
Department of thelhe Business_ and Professional There are local awards available time-tested privileges 'hnd begin at 10 a.m. Friday, acHome
the
very strong note with the highest
Club to be held Women's Club to be field Thur- of $50.00 first place and $25.00 responsibilities of citizenship and cording to Dr. William G. Read,
Woman's
Murray
averages in the history of the
Thursday, January 21, at two &day, January 21, at 6:30 p.m.!at second place. State awards are from their knowledge to ekpress vice president for academic
market.
to affairs. Finals will continue
p.m. at the club house.
the Woman's Club House.
$100.00 first place; $50.00 second in writing ideas which relate
With a strong market and the
good citizenship in the modern through January 27.
Higher
place.
in
"Students
third
825.00
and
4/1e;
fact that the carryover of dark
The guest speaker is .the
A total of 444 students have
Education" will be the theme of
National awards run from $25.00 world," Williams added.
fired tobacco is low, dark tobacco
minister
of the First United
The local high schools will be filed applications for degrees,
Two more reports of thefts of the program by Dr. Sparks,
to 21200.00.
is considered a very sound
Methodist Church.
invited to have seniors par- including 400 for bachelor's
program for the next several- tape players were reported to the president of Murray State
"Citizenship—A Privilege or A Ucipaie in this activity. Further degrees and 44 for master's
Police
Murray
Department
on
University.
years, he said.
In charge of arrangements is Responsibility?" is the- eallit4gtaila and materials may be
degrees. The exact number of
Mrs. Albert Crider is the leader the World Affairs committee
With the outlook for dark Monday.
subject. The composition is to be
graduates will be determined
Gary Mott of 314 South 13th of the program.
tobacco as good as it is. Howard
Doris
Composed. of Miss
500 ,and 1200
secured by cen
etinagn,WaMYunrerM
irm
chata
a Y when university officials have
said, a special all day meeting on Street, Murray,said a Traco tape Serving as hostesses will be Roialand, chairman, Mrs. length.
'4161114u'
Wvi
a
tan Lub Essay Contest. 307 checked candidates to certify
illiamCl
tobacco is planned for January 20 player and a Jackson Five taw_ Mesdames Quinton Gibson, E R. Laverne Orr, and Mrs. Laurine
"Although good spelling, NorU2 12th St., Telephone 753- that requirements have been
at 10:00 a.m. at the Holiday Inn. were stolen from his 1966 Ford Hagen, Fleetwood Crouch; J T. Dora&
grammar and structure is. 14- vit
met.
Lunch will be sponsored by the between two and nine p.m. while Sammons, Max Hurt, and Frank
it
Following finals, students will
parked
was
Roses'
in
Holcomb.
Parking
local banks and the Tobacco
Lot.
have a short break before
Board of Trade.
Michael Wyatt of White Hall
returning to the campus in early
Howard said that a very good
State
February to begin the cycle again
program is outlined with Holmes Dormitory, Murray
for the spring semester. No
Ellis and Jim Marvin from the University, said a Pioneer tape
formal graduation exercise is
tobacco
industry, George player was stolen from his car
held at Murray State at mid-year,
Everett, Tobacco Specialist, Dr. parked at the Clark Hall DorAn Important Question For
but graduates may return to the
Loyd Murdock, Soils Specialist, mitory parking kit.
Our Community" will be the topic
campus in June for the cap and
and Dr. Harley Raney, Enof discussion by Mrs. C. C. Lowry
gown ceremony.
tomology Specialist from the
on Wednesday at 12:30 p.m. in the
The schedule this year marks
University of Kentucky on the
United Campus Ministry, 202
the final time students will be
program.
North 15th Street.
faced with final examinations
Discussion will be given to the
Mrs. Lowry, former president
upon their return to the campus
tobacco situation and outlook as
of the Kentucky Federation of
from the Christmas holidays.
well as the latest information on
The Lynn Grove Parent- Woman's Clubs and presently a
Murray State has adopted an
production of tobacco.
Teacher Association will hold its member of the City Council of
accelerated semester calendar
Mr. Everett will also discuss regular meeting at the school on Murray, will be speaking to
beginning next fall that will end
some of the new equipment and Thursday, January 21, at seven faculty, students, and townthe fall term for the Christmas
speople.
methods of housing tobacco.
break.
Raising tobacco as a vocation
Presenting the devotional part The luncheon is open to
Essentially the new schedule
for the young farmer will also be of the program will be the sixth everyone, and reservationg may
means the fall and spring
M.,
stressed at this meeting. Tobacco grade, Mrs. Eleanor Miller, be made by calling the
semesters will begin and end
farmers and young farmers are teacher.
753-3531 or 753-3565.
about two-weeks earlier than the
urged to attend this meeting.
H. L. Ford, president, urges all
schedule under the present
Howard said that Calloway parents and interested persons to
THREE CITED
calendar.
County has a quota of about 2700
Three persons were cited by
Spring term registration this
acres and only 1800 acres are in
the Murray Police Department
WINTER CONCERT TONIGHT—Shining brass will be much in evidence at the Murray State
year is scheduled Feb. 1-3, with
production. One local farmer has
WOMEN'S MEET
yesterday and last night_ They University Winter Band Concert. scheduled for 8 p.m. at the University Auditorium tonight. The
60 acres of dark tobacco. He
The Women of Murray Moose were one for disregarding a step University Wind Sinfonietta along with the Symphonic Band will perform. Tchaikovsky's "1812 registration for Saturday and
pointed out that there is no Lodge No. 2011 will hold their sign, one
improper Overture"; Bennett's "Suite of Old American Dances"; "Urammatico" by Francis McBeth: "Three evening classes Feb 6 for those
for
written material on curing of regular meeting on Thureday. registration, arid one for reckless Damp Epivmdes" by Khatchatarian and -Giles Farnaby Suite" by Jacob. This will be the 47th annual unable to register during regular
registration Classes will meet
January 21, at 710 pm
I Continued on Page Eight
driving and drinking in public. winter concert and the public is Invited to attend
for the first time Feb. 4.

Drug Education
Council To Meet

High Price
On Tobacco
Reported
Business Course Will Be
ered To Students Here

The Weather

Graduates To Be
Honored With Tea

Plans For Civitan Essay
To Begin
Contest Announced Today Exams
At University

All-Day Meeting On
Tobacco Is Planned
Seen&-1-leard
Around
- Murray

104 Per Copy
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Home Department Women's Club To
Meets on Thursday Hold Dinner Meet

Tape Players Are
Reported Stolen

Mrs. C. C. Lowry
Luncheon Speaker

Lynn Grove PTA
To Meet Thursday
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Everybody, we suppose, remembers the
case of the general who had to return a medal
because it was discovered that enlisted men had
concoted part of the story that led to his being
decorated.
Now the Army has revoked the award ottWo
Bronze Star medals it has found were authorized
for dogs in Vietnam. The dogs were listed, with
fictitious names and serial numbers, along with
19 members of the 25th Infantry Division who
received Bronze Stars.
The hoax was discovered after a St. Louis
serviceman reported it in a letter to the St. Louis
Dispatch. He said, "This little joke has greatly
reduced the value of the Bronze Star." He's
right. Such nonsense should be stopped.—
Savannah (Ga.) Evening Press
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Mery Griffin
Mery Griffin
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Dick Caveat

SENSING
THE NEWS
By Anthony Harrigan
IXICuTiVI via PRESIDENT

Southern States Industrial Council

Oh, Well

organizing campaign that Cesar
Chavez has conducted in
• campaign
-MIAMIT-* tla.-LFrom the California—
Sen. Edward Bradt-6 (R:Mass.) caul-re-T
1v
characterized by nationwide
rooftop
terrace
of
a
downtown
with a sensible idea this week to help cut down on
office building, one gets a boycotts and union roughstuff.
the long Senate days with which Congressmen
panoramic view of island-dotted Therefore, it is terribly imoften find themselves faced. "If," Sen. Brooke
Biscayne Bay and the towers of portant that the next governor,
Askew, and
the
Miami Beach in the distance. The Reubin
told his colleagues, "we stop calling each other
palm-edges
islands
and legislators at Tallahassee take a
distinguished, we might save 10 working days."
causeways and the new apart- firm stand against union violence
Sen. Brooke's proposal was warmly received
ments one sees testify to the and intimidation. It is equally
by the Senate. So much so that Democratic
power of imagination and private important, on the national level,
that the new junior senator—
enterprise.
Leader Mike Mansfield was moved to reply: "I
Lawton Chiles—join the conNot
many
decades
ago,
this
appreciate the remarks of the distinguished
strip of Florida coast was servative coalition and not mak
senator tram Massachusetts."
palmetto jungle and mangrove common cause with _Abe
•
And so much, too, for that idea.—Tifton
swamis. Then Henry Morrison Fulbright-McGovern-Bayh group
Flaeler laid the tracks of the in the Senate.
(Ga.) Gazette
Florida East Coast Railroad to Viewed oy all, Florida's
Biscayne Bay and a tran- orosnects are excellent. It has a
sformation began which is still mortertalanced economy than
ny states—an important fact
continuing. Today, the old
Spanish-style hotels and office it a time when huge wage setbuildings of the 1920's are giving tlements are producing strong
Japan may become the world's No. 1
currents and
way to modern skyscrapers. inflationary
industrial power because of an unfair labor
Within a few years, a 60-story lessening the ability of industry
bank building will rise on to compete. Agribusiness is in a
pratice. Surveys reveal Japanese workers like to
Biscayne Boulevard—the highest healthy condition in Central
work.—Knoxville (Tenn.) News-Sentinel.
Florida. Miami continues to
building in the Southeast.
From time to time, pessimists attract both the tourist and new
fear that the tourists will industry dollar. Jacksonville was
abandon the area for more exotic ahead of many-- other ports in
locales in the Caribbean. This grasping the importance of the
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
isn't likely. Political unrest is contratner revolution in ocean
increasing from the Bahanias to commerce. It seems destined to
Mrs. Charlie Brinn, age 71, died this morning at her home on Trinidad.
Black
..Power be the leading container port in
movements in Jamaica and the South Atlantic.
North 16th Street.
Tommy Hutchens of Murray,senior, has been elected president elsewhere in the Caribbean make If constructive tax and labor
Florida all the more attractive. policies are maintained, the
of the Sigma a;fraternity at Murray State College
Florida is a magnet to remaining years of the 1970's
Miss Jacqueline Sharborough, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. L.
Sharborough of Murray, has been selected as a staff member of Americans living in frozen should be as bright for Florida as
the Nashville Tennesseean to attend the week's festivities of regions. The likelihood is that were the sixties.
additional millions of people will
President-elect Kennedy's inauguration in Washington, D. C.
Don Pace, Murray State College faculty, discussed the history move into the state in the next
and present conditions of China in a luncheon program of the decade, lured by the warm sun
Gamma chapter of Delta Kappa Gamma held at the Kenlake and widening economic opportunity.
Hotel Mrs. Rue Overby presided at the meeting.
January 16, 1971
Orlando, in Central Florida, the ADULTS 104
site of a new Disneyland, wig, NURSERY 7
attract other millions as visitors.
Indeed the Orlando region is
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
likely to be the next Florida boom
Baby Boy Thompson (Mrs.
area.
As
one
informed
observer Eula Thompson), Baby Boy
LEDGER•TIMES PILE
# Florida's economy pointed out Bogard ( Mrs. Lalita
Bogard),
---4n.rne, the state has everything Baby Girl Wilson Mrs.
Lower electric rates for all consumers of the Murray Electric
Joella
that
California
possesses
except
Wilson), Baby Girl Draffen Mrs.
System will go Oka effect on bills rendered after February 15.
mountains.
Peggy Draffen).
Marion Lee West, age 72, died January 17. The funeral will
be
Actually, Florida is better off
held at the Lynrr-Grove Methodist Church.
DISMISSALS
than California because it is free
Mrs. Linda Travis and Baby
Edgar Leon Rowland, Jr., left today for induction in
the U.S.
Navy. James L. Smith and Joe Pat Anderson are now stationed of the New Left kook population Boy, Route 1, Dexter, Miss
that threatens the peace of the Angela Parrish, 302 North
with the Army at Camp Breckinricige.
7th,
great state on the Pacific Ocean. Murray, Mrs. Alite
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Hart of Murray Route Five are the
Elkins, 402
parents of Whereas California's university
a baby girl born January 11.
North 7th, Murray, James
system is disrupted' by hippies, Jackson, 1101 Story, Murray,
four-letter freaks and anarchist Miss Rebecca Wolf, 107
North
bombers, Florida's colleges and 15th. Murray, Harvey
Puckett,
universities don't have this sick, Dexter, Mrs. Peggy Mills, Box
71,
dangerous element.
Hardin, Luther Evans.,,- 31,3
Part of the secret of Florida's Broach, Murray, Mrs.
And God saw everything he had made, and behold, it was very
Effie
successs in recent years :uis been Hanley, Route 2, Murray,
good.—Genesis 1:31.
Miss
the
high
level
of
conservatism
in
We must be careful when we are tempted to curse everything in
Ruth Sexton, 709 Main, Murray,
all creation God was pleased with It. To despair of the future the state. It has had outstanding Mrs. Grace McClain, 1616 Miller,
spokesmen in the Congress, sucp Murray.
would be to doubt God's judgement.
as Sen. Spessard Holland, who is
FIND SHIP
retiring from the Senate after a
SINGAPORE (UP!)—British MEET ON WHEAT PACT
distinguished career.
marine experts surveying the GENEVA (UPI)—Delegates The future of Florida depends ATTACK UNION HQs
ISTANBUL (UPI) — Leftist
Straits of Malacca said Monday from 41 producer ,and consumer very much on the quality of its
extremists
hurled gasoline
nations
began
negotiations
Mon- political leadership. Officethey found a sunken ship,
believed to be a Japanese day on a new wheat agreement. holders can't create prosperity bombs and sticks of dynamite
destroyer, lying in 120 feet of Negotiators said the new pact For the Sunshine State, but they Monday into a labor -union
water. Rear Adm. George S. is expected to lead to higher have an important role in headquarters and an electronic
administrative buildRitchie, studying ways to make prices for bread They said the protecting the rights of private company's
ing. Police said 12 persons were
Um strait safe for supertankers old 1967 accord was negotiated enterprise—the enterprise which arrested after the
„
attacks
•w--Altiftnlo 200.000 tons, said the when supply exceeded demand has made Florida a comfortable
inst the Turkish Laber
ship was found six miles and prices were accordingly state in which to live • Confederation headquarters and
off the Malacca coast. He said low. Negotiators said current It is not unlikely that the
the administrative offices of
marine scientists are studying declining surplus and prodectieri Florida citrus industry will be the
t_s
will lead to a higher prier ranv tarcrt- - 'of the type Union Pfiips Radio. ways to refloat the vessel
FteRIDA'S FUTURE
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Washington How Advertising Frees The Press
Window
By LOUIS CASSELS
UPI Senior Editor
WASHINGTON
( UPI I"The
Catalog of Federal Domestic
Assistance" is a book that can
give taxpayers the screaming
meemies.
Pillished by the White House
Office of Management and
Budget, this massive compehium
describes
the
different
loan and grant programs under
which federal money is ladled
out to states, cities, institutions
and individuals.
The latest edition, just out,
lists about 1,200 separate and
distinct programs of federal
aid, administered
by
141
different departments, offices,
agencies, boards and bureaus.
That many of these federal
programs probably overlap,
duplicate and even contradfct
each other, administration officials readily concede. The
trouble is, there are so many of
them, and new ones are added
so rapidly, no one in the
government really knows which
ones are redundant. Some
veteran officials of the Office of
Management and Budget estimate priiitely upwards of $10
billion a year is being wasted
on federal programs that could
be eliminated with no great
harm to the public interest.
Easier Said Than Done
President Nixon took office
with a commendable determination to weed out some of the
more egregious boondoggles.
But he has discovered, as did
many presidents before him,
that this is easier said than
done. In lid, his record- to date
has been enough to discourage
the stoutest-hearted economizer. Ihiring the six months• sineethe last updating of the catalog,
18 programs have been eliminated—but 33 new ones have
been added.
In his State of the Union
message to Congress next
week, Nixon will propose a
radically different approach to
the whole problem of channeling federal funds into areas
where they are needed to deal
with urgent social and econom
tc problems.
He will recommend what he
calls "revenue-sharing" on a
major scale. Basically, this is a
system under which the federal
government would distribute
large blocks of money to states
and cities, without telling them
exactly how the)' must spend it.
In other words, the enormously
efficient taxing structure of the
federal government would be
used to raise the money that
states and eltles desperately
need.
A Noble'Idea
This is a noble idea that can
serve two good purposes. First,
it can save states and cities
from bankruptcy, which is an
imminent peril to more than a
few of them eight now. Second,
it can restore decision-making
powers, hitherto centralized in
Washington, to those levels of
government which are closest
to the people.
The hitch is that revenuesharing, on a scale large
enough to do any real good, will
be economically feasible only if
by
accompanied
a
sharp
cutback in the specific-category
aid programs that have proliferated in the past 25 years.
It won't be easy to do. But
nothing less will put a stop to
the ridiculous spectacle of the
U.S.. government leaving great
needs unmet while frittering
away billions on a vast variety
of pet projects which persistent
congressmen have managed
over the years to embed in the
federal budget.

It can be asserted with justification that
advertising did more to free the American press
than the Constitution itself.
Before modern retail advertising made
newspaper publishing a profitable business, the
American cress consisted of a multitude of
unreliable political sheets supported by special
interests with no concern for objectivity or the
welfare of the whole community.
As retailing became a science, advertisers
learned to concentrate their selling in
newspapers which were most widely accepted by
the pubhc. Political and personal sheets began to
disappear. The remainin‘ newspapers became
stronger and more independent. They became
more responsive to public opinion, and the editor
began to regard his position as a public trust.
The elimination of nebulous competing sheets
resulted in better newspapers produced by much
higher qualified personnel dedicated to
publication of unbiased news. In most
communities, one good, independent newspaper
serves the public and differing viewpoints better
than a group of squabbling, irresponsible,
subsidized publications.
The change has been as helpful to local
retailers as it has been to the general public. It
has taken the chaos out of the planning of
advertising.
Emergence of a truly dominant hometown
newspaper has made it possible for the local
retailer to concentrate his advertising in one
medium which reaches the whole trade area
with no duplication of costs.

Local Business
By Dr. Samuel S. Talbert
Department of Journalism
University Of MiSSiSSiP121

Economically, it is impossible for the small
city to support more than one good local
newspaper. The retailer who spreads his
advertising dollar to poolications of questionable
circulation and origin is not likely to serve
himself or the public.

Today's Almanac
By United Press International
Today is Tuesday, Jan. 19 the 19th clay of 1971
The moon is in its first quarter.
The morning stars are Mars, Jupiter and
Venus,
The evening star in Saturn.
Those born on this day are under the sign of
Capricorn.
American writer Edgar Allen Poe was born
Jan. 19, 1809.
A thought for today: Irish poet Oscar Wilde
said, "As long as war is regarded as wicked, it
will always have its fascination.-Whgn
looked upon as vulgar it will cease to be
popular."
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AWAITING TRIM IN CANADIAN KIDNAP - MURDER — .The prime suspects in the
kidnap-murder of Canadian Labor Minister Pierre paporte raise clenched fists defiantly after their trial was set for January 25 in Montreal. They are (from left)
Bernard Lortie, Jacques Rose, Frandis Simard and Paul Rose.
Since outstanding oufgner
represents
credit
tied-up
business - capital,
most
businessmen have incentive to
mail credit statements promptly
in the hope that customers may
exaggerated, since customers do pay well ahead of the deadline.
business
have 30 days or more from date of Many ,of the
purchase in which to make proprietors polled on the question
payments; others may oppose it apparently feel that this is one
mainly on grounds of further area where business itself should
intrusion of the Federal govern- do the policing. Professional
groups could probably bring
ment into business activity.
The nationwide poll found only pressure to bear on the minority
39 Otrcent supporting the credit who commit the abuses decried
mailing deadline and 6 percent by some Congressmen.
undecided.
The tally of businessmen in
Kentucky shows 34 percent in
DAILY FILM GUIDE
favor of the proposal, 61 percent
opposed, and 5 percent not ready
to say.
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
One of the Congressmen who is
S 641 14014714
pushing for the statement
753-6333
deadline says that many companies with computer systems 3:30 5:30 7:30 9:30
have promised to correct their
"The funniest movie I've
"shrinking billing period" but
have failed to do so and it is time seen this year" N.Y. Post
the Federal government imposed
a limit.
Many small_ independents,
without computer billing services, continue to provide 30 days
notification before extra charges
COLOR
Lk
are iniposed. But the proposed
regulation might unduly penalize
Adults 11.50 till 6:00
small businessmen when illness,
vacations or other work interruptions delay the statements

New Measure Would Put
Deadline On Statements
Extending credit to customers
presents enough problems for
businessmen these days without
adding a Federal deadline for
mailing out credit statements.
This apparently sums up the
majority opinion of independent
business proprietors who have
been polled on a Congressional
proposal which would solve the
problem of "the shrinking billing
period."
The problem Businesses who
affer open-end credit plans and
promise 30 days' notification
before charges begin gometimes
fail to send statements early
enough so that the customer can
make payment and avoid an
extra charge.
The proposed solution: A
Federal law requiring creditors
to mail statements at least 14
days before finance or interest
charges can begin.
Of
the
independent
businessmen polled by the
National Federation of Independent Business, 55 percent
expressed opposition to this
proposal.
Many apparently feili-the
late mail problem" has been
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FOUR SIGNERS
ST. LOUIS, Mo. (UPI)Relief pitcher Frank Linzy,
infielder Milt Ramirez and
outfielders Jim Beauchamp and
Jose Cruz have signed their
1971 baseball contracts with the
St. Louis Cardinals, bringing
the total number of players
signed by the club_lxi_17.
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NFC All-Stars
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Mrs. Crawford-1s
Guest Speaker At
Tuesday, January 19
The Faith Doran Cirtfe Of the
Christian
Women's First United Methodist Church MurrarLFHA Meet
The
WSCS will meet at the home of

TUESDAY—JANUARY 19, 1971

Mrs. Olga Freeman Presents Program At Creative Workshop
Chapter M Luncheon Meet Held Saturday Held At Meeting
(Nutter, Preschool Mothers
The theme of the January 16 Hinds, L.J. Horan, John

luncheon meetirighef Chapter M of Hugh L. Oakley, John C. Quer- A creative workshop, led by
Fellowship of the First Christian
the P.E.O. Sisterhood, at the termous, Harry M. Sparks, Mrs. Donald Burke, program
Church will meet at the church at Mrs. Bun Swann, 1323 Poplar, at The Murray High School home of Mrs. Henry McKenzie, Frank A. Stubblefield, A. H. thairman, was the highlight of
the Future was "Take Time For Our Titsworth, Ralph H Woods and the St. Leo's Cooperative
of
chapter
ten a.m. with the program by two p.m.
Homemakers of America held its
Mrs. George Hart.
Miss Ann Herron. Mrs. H. S. Preschool Mother's meeting held
Founders."
regular meeting on Thursday,
Wednesday, January 20
McKenzie was a guest for the on Tuesday, January 12, in
The Coldwater Homemakers The Nature's Palette Garden January 14, at six-thirty g'slock
social hour.
Gleason Hall.
Steve Baron of Murray has Club will meet with Mrs. Hill Club will meet with Mrs. Kenton in the evening at the school In remembering the 102 years
Demonstrations were given
organization
at
the
of
the
been diszni.ssed from Lourdes Adams at one p.m.
auditorium.
Miller at 1:30 p.m.
presenting the techniques and
second
century,
threshold
of
its
Hospital, Paducah.
Crawford,
111
Mrs. Martha
materials necessary in working
Mrs. Olga Freeman reviewed the
The Wadesboro Homemakers teacher-coordinator for the
Circle
I
of
the
WSCS
of
the
First
with young children in the arts
The Gamma Omicron Chapter
Harding Galloway of Murray United Methodist Church will Club will meet at the home of World of Work program for book, "Out of The Heart," by
and crafts of fingerpainting,
recently
Clapp.
This
Stella
of Beta Sigma Phi met for its Route Seven has been a patient at
meet at the social hall of the Mrs. Clinton Burchett at 10:30 Murray High School, spoke on
collage, wire sculpture, potato
authorized, documented
regular meeting on January 14 at the Western Baptist Hospital,
"How To Locate and Secure A written,
a.m.
church
at two p.m.
printing, and modeling clay. The
history of the Sisterhood has been
the Baptist Student Center.
Paducah.
Successfully".
Job
mothers were then given the
to every local chapter
presented
The meeting was called to
The speaker was introduced 0)
The WSCS of the Martin's The J. N. Williams Chapter of
opportunity to experiment with
P.E.O.
It
is
international
of
order and the opening ritual, by
Hogancamp,
Becky
Chapel United Methodist Church the United Daughters of the Miss
these crafts in order to
seven 1869
candlelight, was led by the
chairman of the national FHA dedicated to the
will
meet
at
the,
home
of
Mrs.
will
have
the
Confederacy
familiarize themselves with the
Wesleyan
Iowa
founders
at
president, Mrs. Darlene Ford.
Louise Bynum at seven p.m.
Jackson-Maury annual luncheon project, "Preparedness, The Key College, Mt. Pleasant, Iowa:
materials and techniques and to
The roll was called after which
at 12 noon. to Opportunity".
Inn
Holiday
at
the
their own imaginations.
use
Hattie
given.
Alice
Bird,
reports
were
Mary
Allen,and
minutes
Miss Gai Lyons gave the
The Music Department of the
Mrs. Charles Cella presided
Suella
Coffin,
Briggs,
Alice
In the business meeting,
theme,
"God
As
A
Murray Woman's Club will have
The Baptist Women of Elm devotion on the
over the business segment of the
Pearson, Franc Roads, and Ella
members voted to accept an
a potluck dinner meeting at the Grove lioptist Church will have a Foundation". Miss Nancy Stewart..."and to each P.E.O.
meeting and introduced three
invitation from the Union City The Town and Coudtry
club house at 6:30 p.m. Hostesses mission study at the church at Mathis, president, presided. Miss Who f1as-worn the star."
neit.members to the cooperative
Chapter to attend a Founders Homemakers met in the home of
Patsy Fitts read the minutes,
will be Mesdames Charles seven p.m.
preschool: Mrs. John Bement,
concentrated
Mrs.
Freeman
Day banquet which will be held in Mrs. Charles Hinds on Thursday,
gave the roll all,and distributed
Cimons, Josiah Darnall, Keith
Mrs. James Stump, and Mrs.
review
on
the
organization
of
her
Union City.
o'clock
January 7, at seven-thirty
membership cards.
Hays James Carlin, Leo Blair,
Robert Whitten. Mrs. Eugene
P.E.O. on the Iowa campus and
Mrs. Lloyd Cornell wrote to the in the evening.
Thursday. January 21
report
was
treasurer's
The
Russell, preschool teacher,
of
unity.
After
the
emblem
Chapter in appreciation of their The meeting was opened by the Millard Carman, Harold Gish,
The Hazel Woman's Club is liven by Miss Marilyn Parks.
and James Lassiter.
reveiwed the daily schedule for
discussing
the
abilities
and
atwork with the International president, Mrs. Kenneth Rarnscheduled to meet al the club Miss Gail Russell urged memthe mothers, all of whom parStudents. A special thanks was sey. The devotion from Matthtow
bers to finish their junior and tributes of the unusual campus
room at seven p.m
The
Baptist
Women
of
the
First
ticipate in the school program.
the
speaker
stated:
"The
extended for the cakes that the 7:742 was given by Mrs. Jules
leaders,
chapter degrees.
Hostesses for the evening were
P.E.O.
were
members baked for the In- Harcourt. Seventeen members Baptist Church will meet at the
seven
founders
,of
The Business and Professional Miss Donna Rogers, transfer
Mrs. Robert Marquardtand Mrs.
fortunate in their heritage.
ternational dinner which was answered the roll call by naming church at nine a.m.
Women's Club will have a.dinner student, was welcomed as a new
Robert Whitten. The next
held January 10.
ways to make themselves better The Dorothy Group of the First meeting at 6:30 p.m. at the member. Also present were Miss Theirs was a pioneer and
meeting will be February 9.
religious
background
with
highly
Service projects that had been friends to those around them
Murray Woman's Club house. Venona Rogerts, Mrs. Glenda
emphasis
on
completed were discussed as well during the year. The Club Baptist WMS will meet at the
significant
A•
The World Affairs committee will Tutt, student teacher, Mrs. A. B.
education." Individual, colored
as plans for the Valentine dinner welcomed two visitors, Misses home of Mrs. Durwood Beatty,
be in charge of arrangements. ('rass and Mrs. G. T. Lilly, adFarris
Avenue,
following
the
in February.
and mounted pictures of the
Nancy Edmiston and Pam general meeting at the church at
visors.
Mrs. Fred Gardner was in Hwkins.
founders were displayed by the QUEEN WEARS MIDI -Temple
Hill
Chapter
No.
511
nine a.m.
'charge of the program entitled
hostess.
Queen Elizabeth II of BritOrder of the Eastern Star will
The lesson "Selection of Basic
"Music's Influence on Our
During the business meeting ain wears a midi - length
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
Murray
Assembly
No.
19
by
Mrs.
Order
given
Furniture"
was
Lives." She gave several
Mrs. McKenzie, president, coat and knee - laigh-boots
p.m.
delightful readings on music and Jules Harcourt. She mentioned of the Rainbow for Girls will meet
presided. Mrs. W. J. Pitman, In public for the first time
Mr. and Mrs. Chesley Beach of
'played several pieces of music to the following points to consider at the Masonic Hall at seven p.m.
chaplain, read from the 22nd as she returns to Bucking- Kirksey were jointly honored
The Home Department of the
idistinquish the difference in when selecting furniture: Gather New officers will be installed.
chapter of Proverbs. Roll call ham Palace in London from with a birthday dinner on SunMurray Woman's Club will meet
!Music. After the program,'information, ask questions,
was by the treastirer, Mrst'Patal Sandringham, the royal lay, January 11 at their home.
_,.sountry estate.
refreshments tinsee_Lserved by consider longrange needs and The executive board of the at'the club house at two p.m. with
W. Sturm. ski* reminded
'Writ. Beach observed her birthgoals, get as many desirable Kirksey school PTA will meet at Dr. Harry M. Sparks as the
Mrs. Gardner.
members that dues must be in by
lay on Friday, January 15, and
Circle
of
the
The
Ruth
Wilson
. The next meeting will be an features as possible and plan the home of Mrs. James Harrison speaker. Hostesses will be Women's Society of Christian March 1. Minutes were read by
Mr. Beach will observe his birMesdames Quinton Gibson, E. R.
open meeting with minnbers your furniture according to your at one p.m.
the secretary, Mrs. Maurice
thday on Wednesday, January 20
Service
of
the
First
United
Hagen, Fleetwood Crouch, J. T.
family situation and needs.
A baby girl, Shannon, weighing
!inviting guests.
A potluck dinner was served at
Methodist Church met in the Christopher.
The handicraft lesson in The WSCS or the Russells Sammons, Max Hurt, and Frank
The meeting was ad)ourned
home of Mrs. John Fortin on Mrs. George Hart, in corn- six pounds four ounces, was born the noon hour. Mr. and Mrs
t with members repeating the needlepoint was given by Mrs. Chapel United Methodist Church Holcomb.
Wednesday, 'January 13, at Mittee reports, gave a com- to Mr. and Mrs. William Draffen Beach celebrated their 65t1
closing ritual and Mizpah by Don Fuqua and Mrs. Robert will meet at the,church.
seven-thirty o'clock in the prehensive account of the of Reriton Route Four on Friday, wedding anniversary in SepHopkins. The basic stitches were
candlelight.
Educational Loan Fund. She JaralSry 15, at 6:25 p.m. at the tember of 1970.
evening.
Saturday, January 23
taught and many lovely
Senior Recitals of Gareth The Alpha Department of the
' stressed the need for members of Murray-Calloway County
Present for the dinner were Mr.
were Hardin,Salem,clarinet, and Tom
items
needlepoint
and Mrs. Ewing Harrison, Mrs.
Murray Woman's Club will have Mrs. George Fielder was the Chapter M to aid international Hospital.
displayed.
another
daughter,
Harrigan, Murray, French Horn,
have
They
students on the Murray Statv.
Helen Miller, Mrs. Cora Edits noon luncheon at the club cohostess.
Keena, age eight. The father is wards, Mrs. Lillie Pierce,
Will be held at the Recital Hall, house. Hostesses will be
campus with work projects.
Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. James Henry
The devotion on "Prayer" was
Mrs. Pitman assisted Mrs. self-employed.
Other members present, not Price Doyle Fine Arts Building,
and Mrs. Raymond Workman,
Armstrong of Murray Route previously mentioned, were Murray State at eight p.m. No Mesdames Max Hurt, Buron given by Mrs. Reed Hale. Mrs. McKenzie in preparing and Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and
Mrs. Orvin Beach, Mr.
Seven are the parents of a baby Mesdames „John Bartholomy. charge and the public is invited. Jeffrey, R. A. Johnston, Edwin
rold Douglas presented a most serving the attractive luncheon. Myrl Draffen of Benton Route and Mrs.
Twyman Edwards, Mr.
Larson, and Miss Mary Lassiter.
weighing
Timothy
Greg,
boy,
interesting program entitled Tables were centered with Seven and Mr. and Mrs. C. R. and Mrs.
Otis Erwk, Wallace Ford
Magness Beach, Jimmy
nine sooluids 314 ounces, born on Howard,Giles, Bobby Grogan.
"Risk in Relationship To The hyacinths and African violets. Hancock of Paducah. Great Edwards,
Hugh Beach, and the
Calloway
County
, January 14, at 1:22 Dazusie Harrison, Joseph Hen- The
Local Church."
sundair. January 24
Small individual pictures of the ireadmotbers are Mrs. Ella 'honored couple. Visiting in the
Aissociation
tor
Retarded
The Junior and Senior Hi
:
tT the Murray-Calloway don, Robert Johnson, Charles
founders were favors for the )ream'and Mrs. Lois Chumbler, afternoon were Mr. and Mrs.
Children will meet at the new
,C.ounty Hospital.
both of Benton, and Joe Hunt of Max Hurt and Mr. and Mrs.
Moffett, William Price, Dor center, 702 Main Street, at 7:30 Youth of the First United Mrs. John Fortin conducted the members.
business
meeting. Various The February 1 meeting at 7:30 Calvert City.
• They have another son, James Story, aand Phillip Weydener
Methodist Church will sponsor a
p.m.
Corbett Farless.
chili supper from five to seven reports were given. The "week of
Pavid, age fourteen months.
The next meeting will be helc
p.m., will be in the home of Mrs.
.< Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. on Thursday, February 4, at 7:3(
p.m. at the church. Members and prayer and self denial" envelopes E. D. Roberts with Mrs. Morgan
The Symphonic Band Winter friends of the church
thomas Lee Armstrong of p.m. in the home of Mrs. Howart
are invited were passed out arid the program Sisk assisting hostess. Mrs.
41urray Route Seven and Mrs. Giles, 1623 Loch Lomond Drive Concert will be held at the to participate in this project. and meeting for February was Larrie Clark will plan the
Murray
State
University Tickets are 75 cents
'Mary Lou Paschall, 214 South
for over discussed.
program.
Phone 753-127e
auditorium at eight p.m. Note twelve years of age
13th Street, Murray.
and fifty Refreshments were served
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
Other than those previously
change
in
previous
anmarried
Lincoln
.eham
_Ab
the
fifteen
grandparents
Mrs.
cents
members
present
and
Great
are
for twelve years old and
mentioned. The following were
efe Have It — We Will Get It —Or It Can't Be Had
nouncement
one visitor, Mrs. Jossie Knight.
under.
Merl Baker of Hazel Route One, Mary Todd in 1842.
present: Mesdames Charles F.
I
Henry G. Armstrong of Murray
Route Seven, Mr. and Mrs. 011ie
Brown of Bardwell, and Mrs:
Mary Oakley, 300 El m Street,
Murray. Great great grandparents are Mrs. Albert Paschall
of Hazel Route One, and Mr. and
Mrs. L. P. Allen of Columbus.
I

~
•
9
1
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Mrs. Fred Gardner
Presents Program

47:14.40444\

At Chapter Meet

Mrs. Charles Hinds
Hostess For Town
And Country Meet

Off

not

DEA
on this (
feminine
think I a
If'
styles, a
passes
further i

DEA

Mr., Mrs. Beach
Honored Birthday
Dinner On Sunday

Ruth Wilson Circle

Meets At Home Of
Mrs. John Fortin

'BIRTHSj

OPE

I
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L"til

WALLIS DRUG

('ornplet
Range o
Dark, di

A

Christopher Wade is the name
chosen by Mr and Mrs. Bobby
Thompson of Hardin for their
baby boy, weighing five pounds
.12% ounces, born on Friday,
January 15, at four a.m. at the
Murray -Calloway County
They have three daughters,
Barbara Gayle, age seven, Betty
Jean, age four, and Carolyn
Michelle, age two. The father is
employed with Herman Lovins'
Used Cars.
Grandparents are Mrs. Mayme
Jane Thompson of Benton Route
On and Mrs. R. C. Kendall of
Murray Route Two. Hester
Thomas Kendall of Murray Route
One is a great grandfather.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Wilson,
1604 Dodson, Murray, announce
the birth ,of a baby girl, Stacy
Lynne, weighing six pounds nine
ounces, born on Friday. January
15, at 559 p.m at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
Claude Wilson, 400 North 4th
Street, Murray,and Mr. arid Mrs.
Harold Vaughn, 1604 Dodson,
Murray. Mrs. Daisy Dunn of
Chicago, ill., and Mrs. Farrah
Vaughn of Mayfield are great
grandmothers.
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picture, she took it back.
passes at anyone. A guide to appropriate office attire weld/
I assured her that she has no reason to feel hurt as I
include a bag list of don'ts:
couldn't
care less for 'my firse.rik„ but that doesn't seem to
Don't strive for "glamor" in the office. Femininity. yell.
satisfy her She refu:es to give me her picture as long as I
necklines.
bow
Or
short.
too
skirts
wear
Glamor, no! Don't
carry the other one. Now it's become a matter of principle
Don't wear. anything skin tight. See-thru blouses are a "so
with me. I don't like to be dictated to. Will you settle this
se." Leave the junk jewelry at home. Don't wear
SECOND TIMER
matter?
office
your
if
fine
are
Pants
cocktail-type attire to work.
a
DEAR TIMER: I'm with "Wife Number Two" all the
permits them, but only if they are well-tailored and have
way. Get rid of "Number One's" picture. No wallet is big
matching jacket. "Lounging pajamas," jump-suits or jeans
with any old top are inappropriate.
enough for both of them.
If you follow the above suggestions, and the old creeps
DEAR ABBY: This is for "Dover waitress" who was so
still make passes at you. better check the look in your eye.
upset because of the small tips people left her:
DEAR ABBY: I think you were way off base in your
I was a clerk in yard goods andsready-to-wear, back in
the days when a clerk really waited on the customers. I
attitude about the teen-aged girl who was "hurt" because her
dragged many a heavy bolt of yard goods down off the
creative writing teacher began snubbing her after she wrote
shelves, and I'd put them back up again. In those days my
a love poem to him.
No one knows how many excellent teachers have had
salary was $60 a month for a 50-hour week. I was happy, too.
I wonder if that waitress ever tips a clerk when she makes
their professional careers ruined because they didn't clamp
BESSIE B. [NOW RETIRED]
a purchase.
down some starry-eyed teen-aged girl before her infatuation
got out of control.
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
It's too bad that girls such as your correspondent have to
chest. Write to ABBY, Box MOO, Los Angeles, Cal.
your
snubbed
probably
be hurt once in a whik, but her teacher
15055.
o a persona/ reply nodose stamped. addressed
.
For
en
MARVIN J.
her in self-defense.
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- Office wear should
not be glamorous
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I know I must have many sympathizers
on this one I need some up-to-date advice on how to look
feminine and glamorous at the office without letting men
think I am on the make.
If I drew attractively, in bright colors or in the latest
styles, all the old creeps [never the nice eligible men] make
passes at me. If I dress to repel the old creeps, I creep
further into old-maidhood. I am 30 Can you help me?
CONFUSED

Chairman
—
,
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-1 FlmHOLLYWOOD (UP4—Warner Bros. is filming& new video er Bernstein, Oscar-winning
pilot show, ."Allan," a half- composer, was voted chairman hour comedy* Marring Lou of the movie Academy Awneds
Policy.Committee for 1970-71.
Jacobi.- :

DEAR MARVIN: You could be right.
DEAR ABBY: I still carry my first wife's picture in my
billfold even-tho there is absolutely nothing left between us.
This seems to be quite an issue with my second wife to
whom I've been married for one year. My second wife gave
me a picture of herself, but when.1 put it in with the "other"

DEAR CONFUSED: "Nice, eligible men" never make

GIGANTIC... 5 DAYS ONLY

For Abby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Weddiag,"
send $I to Abby. Boa MOO. Los Angeles. Cal. Mee.

Western Offers Summer
Study In Mexico June 21
Spanish
Sowling Green, Ky.—The philosophy?: psychology,
literature, and a
seirenth annual "Summer in language and
MexiCan.culture.
Mexico Program" will be offered workshop in
to DeanN-Hatcher.
According
20
the
at
August
through
June 21
University of Americas. The students in the program may
hours of
Dean of the Potter College of take six semester
be admay
and
coursework,
KenWestern
at
Liberal Arts
at
with
study
summer
to
mitted
tuckq University has announced.
overall average out of
According to Dr. Paul G. least a 2.0
Hatcher, the university-wide 1971 4.0.
further information
program of study in Mexico for For
fees and tranundergraduate and graduate concerning
the 1971 summer
students will fulfill general sportation, for
Dr. Paul G.
write
program,
education or major-minor
Committee
OF YOUk CHILD
requirements at Western as well Hatcher, chairman,
the Summer
as aid students who wish to on Admission to
/ 2 Per Family / GrcluerS $1..47 Per Person
Program in Mexico, Western Limit : Per Person
complete portions of the newlyAdditional Subjects • $3.95
University, Bowling
adopted certificate-granting Kentucky
Ky. 42101, or call Area
Latin American Studies Program Green,
•
The Lasting Gift
Code 502 745-2344.
at Western.
• Select from Several Poses
Course offerings at the
SMOKE RILLS CHIMPS
• Babies and Children of All
Plus 500
University located outside
SENDAI, Japan(UPI)—SixHandling Charge
Ages
Puebla, fourth largest Mexican
orangutans
chimpanzees,
Photographers Hours Day.
accounting, teen
city, include:
"— 11-2 & 3-7
monkeys died Monday
finance, business administration, and
at Sendai's
fire
a
during
20-23
Jan.
anthropology and sociology, art,
Sat 10-1 & 2-5
municipal zoo. Zoo officials said
economics, English language
brought
air conditioner
and literature, geography, an
Hwy. 641 N.-Central Shopping Center
poisonous 'smoke into a heated
government and international
the animals *ere
where
room
Murray, Ky.
relations, history science,
for the winter months in
theatre, music and dance, housed
this northern Japanese city.
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er/0"
Natural Color Portrait

5 DAYS ONLY... WED thru SUN.
Thousands To Try On At Your Leisure
_OPEN TO THE PUBLIC — WASH fr__WEAR STRETCH WIGS

PERMANENTLY PRE-SET
BRUSH AND GO

• were Mr.
son, Mn.
Cora Ederce, Mr.
Workman,
each, Mr.
rards, Mr.
th,Jlnsmy
1, and the
ag in the
and Mrs.
and Mrs.

ROSES

_Unbelievable at

lojHad

97c

Fabulous Selections
Complete Line of Styles, Full
Range of Natural Colors In Light,
Dark, SI Frosted Shades.
.

A Must For Quick Glamour,
I - .410Change Your Color, Your Personality, Your Mood In A Flash,

Wash And Wear Dynel, BoneknIon, Modaerylle, Perna-Set, Tapered. Looks So Natural, Fits Like I
Dream.

All The Newest Salon Wig Styles At Warehouse Prices.
WHY PAY MORE??

How we got the $50.95:
Base Car(2-Door Coupe)

*Curleys

WHAT A SELECTION!

White Sidewalt Tires
Lowest priced available type
Dusler-6.45 x 14"Polyester
Vega—A78 x 13"Bias-Belted
$
Wheel Ornamentation

(Horsepower)

*London Look
Many More
Different Styles
And Lengths To
Choose F
Nationally
Advertised
Brands

*Shags
*China Dolls

&2197.00
$ 42.35
125 hp
(110 hp opt.)
std.
$ 48.20
$ 26.85

Comparable Engine

*Greek Boys

*Dutch Boys

$2313.00

WE'VE GOT 'EM ALL—

adki)

TOTAL

/igt1/4

Difference
'Based
posted
taxes,
QUI NI

$ 26.50
25.15
(Covers) (Trim Rings)
$2365.00
$ 50.95

When you
compare
our Duster
to their Vega,
and see how
much more
Duster gives,
you'll know
you've come to
the right place.
Because Duster not
only has more room,
more trunk, bigger tires
and brakes and more
power than Vega, it's
still just as easy on gas as
it is on your budget. The big
difference between Duster
and Vega? Find out at the right
place . its not the price.

on a comparison of manufacturers' 11.1Qretell prices excluding state and local
deetination charges and •Oulentrrol reby state lie.

Styfista On Duty
To Serve You

Values from $5000 to

$7500

These some wigs sell for much, much more at the big wig boutiques, beauth salons,
etc. Come in and see. Take advantage of these low, low warehouse prices, now.

WHY PAY MORE??

OPEN:

Duster 2-000r Coupe

Wednesday thru Sunday
10 A.M. To 8 P.M.

OVER 50,000 SOW PN BOSTON, DETROIT, MR.WAUKEE, CHICAGO

9
CHRYSLER
AUTWOOKTIO MAUR'S
1•070e$ COMPOR•7101.

HIONLER

2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU:
IN MAYFIELD,

MID TOWN
SHOWROOM

I

Hwy. 641 South
HURRY . . . DON'T MISS OUT

-7777:7

Check us for
our price, you'll see..

N
INN
HOLIDAY
IIA
SHOWROOM

East Broadway

THIS SALE IS 5 DAYS ONLY!!

••

ci:,Chrysier
Corporation
•

YOU'VE CORE TO
Pea

Rocordrsalos moan
record resale value.
People are goinefor Duster ri record
numbers Sates are up 58% for first
quarter-71 model year And if you
trunk *freeloading the dice, last your
they wont 181% ahead of comparable
sales the yeallterore Wh4ch 4s a b g
reason why Plymouth's small cars are
leaders in their field in resale value

INC.
S,
MOTOR
R
TAYLO
Isui„t

NE- LE,OCER

& TIME& - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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Federation of Women's Clubs Mid-Winter Meeting Planned
munications in Revue" with State
The Kentucky Federation of Ferguson, Lexington, KFWC Army Corps Officer to achieve
participating.
Chairmen
General.
Brigadier
of
rank
a
Women's Club Mid-Winter Board Safety Chairman, moderates the
Francis M.

Priority
the Extended
FRANKFORT, KY.-On the in
whose
i.e.
Group,
Selection
first workday eif the new year, we
number has been reached in his
received a letter from Anthony T.
board and registrants in the
Myheimer I fictitious name), a local
First Priority Selection
1971
registrant of a local board in
FtSN's 1 to 150. They
Western Kentucky. He inquifed Group with
have received authority to
as to what priority selection also
in die Exgroup he would he in this year induct registrants
Group,
since there was a recent change tended Priority Selection
the highest number
in his family life. On December that is, with
registrants in the
28,hts-wife was granted a divorce reached, and
Selection Group
and custody of their two children. First Priority
Anthony had been classified with RSN's 1 to 100.
Q. My birthciate was drawn
III-A because he had been
lottery last year
maintaining a bona fide family number 87 in the
have
relationship with his children and others with this number
year. I am in
prior to the granting, of the been inducted this
June,
divorce decree and the court's school and will be until
apply
awarding of the custody of the 1973. Will the 87 number
when I enter the pool in 1973, and
children to his wife.
will I be automatically drafted
9,
Dec.
on
born
was
Anthony
was reached
1948, and his lottery number is 43 because my number
Dec. I, 1969, drawing. Because this year?
A. The random sequence
he was in a deferred status at the
acquired is
time this lottery number was number you initially
as you
reached by his local board, he your number as long
for
was not in the 1970 First Priority remain subject to induction
is
it
However,
service.
military
a
was
This
Selection Group.
whether your
group that was available to fill immaterial
number was reached this year.
the calls of 1970.
if your
As the action of the court You may be inducted only
during the
nullified the basis of Anthony's number is reached
I-A and
deferred status, he will be year when you become
available manpower
reclassified by his local board at enter the

RETURN ENGAGEMENT-Sen. Hugh Scott, R-Pa., and
(right) Sen. Howard Baker, R-Tenn., look at peace here,
but it may not last, with Baker challenging strongly. for
Scott's minority leader post. Baker looks stronger now.

their next official meeting. pool.
Q. The lottery gave me random
Unless eligible for a lower
new sequence number 260 an& I will
his
classification,
classification will be I-A as be in Class I-A in 1971. Can I count
,RSN ) 43 has been reached by absolutely on not being inducted?
A. No, you canztg count ab!Us local board. Anthony will be
inducted.
assigned to the 1971 First Priority solutely on not
However, if 1971 calls are about
Selection Group.
Random Selection created this the same as those for 1970, your
situation. Anthony's cousin number probably will not be
Proctor Myheimer, a registrant reached.
-d, born on Aide
)f the same boar
20, 1951, received RSN 43 in the
lottery of 1970. On Jan. 1, Proctor
ROB STEEL PLANT
was al ,placed in the 1971 First TARANTO, Italy (UPI)Priority Selection Group as he
Three masked men stole $9,600
was classified I-A by the local
'
Monday from the huge Taranto
have
boards
Doard. Local
steel plant where Pce Paul VI
received authority to order for
for
mass
Christmas
said
ohysical examination registrants
workers in 1968.

Viet nonhostile casualties
higher than combat toll
WASHINGTON (UPD:The shrinking U. S. armed
forces, with 500.000 fewer men than two years ago,
report that more men are dying in Vietnam because
of illness, accident or other nonhostile reasons than
in combat.
Even though the number killed in action in last
week's report showed a sharp increase to 41, compared to 23 for the preceding seven days, it was still
one less than the 42 accidental and natural American deaths recorded in Vietnam for the Salle week.
U. S. combat fatality totals for the first three
weeks.of December were 27, 29 and 23 respectively.
Nonhostile deaths for the same weeks were 31, 32
and 46.

The U. S. combat toll in Vietnam reached a peak
of 14,592 deaths in 1968. and fell to 9414 in 1969.
The total for 1970 through Dec. 26 was 4203, or less
than half the 1969 figure.
Combat deaths have never approached the U. S.
highway accident toll. They also have remained
below the country's annual average suicides-20,000
-and are now below the annual total of more than
10,000 first and second degree murders.
Altogether, 9032 nonhostile American deaths, a
figure little more than a fifth as large of the latest
total of 44.208 U. S. combat fatalities, have been
reported in Vietnam. In 1968, when combat -deaths
were running at 150 to 500 or more a week, the
nonhostile totals were an even smaller fraction.

At 1100 a.m. Mrs.
in the European
Meeting and Conference will be safety panel. Participating will She has served
'Pennington, Ashland, NPA,
the
and
Operations
Comof
Bivens,
Theater
H.
Inn,
Ernest
Lt.
be
Motor
held at the President
in Tokyo, KFWC Parliamentarian will
Covington, Kentucky, January' mander, Bureau of Safety Far East Command
Kentucky Japan. General Hoisington has chair "Parliamentary Pitfalls
25,26, and 27, 1971. Mrs. Joseph Education Division,
six different What ,is Your Question?"
Kenawarded
Frankfort,
been
Police,
President
State
Lexington,
C. Evans,
WI's. Evans will adjourn the
Honorable Xleuce service ribbons as well as the
has announced the Meeting tucky - The
at 12 .Noon, WedConference
Star
Bronze
The
of Boone Legion of Merit,
Theme to be, "Communicate Ferguson, Judge
a short
- Mr. Medal, the Arrrly Commendation nesday and preside over
Kentucky
Union,
County,
Concern".
Your
Post-Executive
follow-up
de
Croii
French
the
Automotive
and
Boyd,
Medal
E.
Mon.
Charles
Registration will begin
Meeting.
Oil Guerre with Silver Star. A Committee
day, January 25, 6:00- 8:00 p.m., Safety Advisor, Ashland
held honoring
be
Kentucky.
will
Ashland,
reception
Company,
a.m.
8:00
26,
January
Tuesday,
at General Hoisington, immediately
NEW DELHI (UPI)-One of
3:00 p.m. and Wednesday, There will be a Luncheon
12:30 at which time pianist An- following the evening program. three parties in a rightist
January 27, 8:00 - 10:30 a.m.
At 8:00 a.m. Wednesday, the coalition opposing Prime MinisThe Pre-Executive Committee' drew Hughes, Ft. Mitchell
- 1st Club Presidentouncil Break- ter Indira Gandhi promised
will meet at 5:00 p.m. January 25 Beechwood High School
KFWC fast will beheld with Mrs. Roy L. Monday to develop nuclear
and there will be a Board of Place winner of the 1970
Wiehe,deffersontown, KFWC 1st weapons if it wins mid-term
perform.
will
Contest,
p.m,
Music
9:00
at
Meeting
Directors
The luncheon speaker will be Vice-President - Director of Club elections next March. The
Monday evening.
Mrs. Charles 0. Middlekauf, Presidents and Mrs. Bruce N. Hindu Jana Sangh party also
Mrs. Harold Mullins, Valley Hyattsville, Maryland, Safety Catlett, Louisville, Chariman of
promised full employment ('or
ViceStation, KFWC 2nd
Division Chairman, General the Council, presiding. A Club all skilled workers and distribuPresident-Dean of Charimen, will Federation of Women's Clubs. President from each of the nine
tion of waste land to peasants.
meet with all State Charimen at Mrs. Middlekauf has held many State Districts will present a
W.
John
Mrs.
Tuesday.
8:30 a.m.
offices on the local and national program, "Competent ConcernShipp, Owensboro, KFWC 3rd levels and is currently serving as Pollution".
Title change
Vice-President - Coordinator of Consultant to the Women's The Kenton Heights Woman's
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)-UniGeorge
Mrs.
and
Governors,
Division, Baltimore, Maryland Club Chorus will perform at the
versal has retitled "S.P.F.C." to
Winn, Marion, KFWC First Safety Council.
Wednesday morning general
District Governor and (lariman On Tuesday Afternoon them assembly at 10:00 a.m. Mrs. "Taking Off,- a film dealing
with fugitive children.
of the Board of Governors, will will be a meeting of Junior Mullins will present "Cornalso meet at this time with State Clubwomen with Mrs. Thomas N.
District Governors.
McCoy, Catlettsburg, KFWC 4th
At 10:00 a.m. Tuesday, Vice-President and Director of
will
call
Evans
January 26, Mrs.
Junior Clubs presiding. Also, a
to order the opening session ofthe Kentucky Club Woman Magazine
Conference. Mrs. Kermit Olsen, staff meeting with Mrs. William
Williamstown, Governor of the Baldwin,. Lexington, Editor,
Fifth District, will welcome the presiding.
visitors to northern Kentucky.
A Dinner will be held at 6:30
Mrs. Mullins will chair p.m. Tuesday evening at which
"Communications" by Standing time the Honorable Claude
and Special Committee State Hensley, Mayor of Covington,
Charimen. Mrs. Oscar C. Kentucky, will extend greetings
Sowards, Pikeville, will speak to the clubwomen. "The Sons of
briefly "Communicating GFWC Dixie" Barber Shop Chorus,
Concern". Mrs. Sowards, im- Covington, Kentucky, will
We have remodeled and now include a
mediate past State President, is provide musical entertainment.
Affairs Division
Consumer
Boys Department
new
Tuesday
guest
A special
-Chairman on • the General
be Brigadier

THE YOUTH SHOPISHairrnra

SALE!,

-

This Week Only
OFF MOST WINTER

50%

ITEMS

Sweaters-Pants- Dresses

Federation Board.
At 11:00 a.m., Kentucky
clubwomen will "Zero In On
Safety!' as Mrs.. Walter

evening will
General Elizabeth P. Hoisington
who will speak on "The Role of
Women In The Army". General
Hoisingtori z the first Women's

The Youth Shop

504 Main Strreet

M

rrav, Kv.

of

Ca11owy

in the State of

Bank of murra
Yentucky

TIRE SAL
sidewall, p
around trt
excise tax i
650x13-$17.
825x14-$22.
815x15-$22.
900x15-$25.
white side
845x15-$25.2
tires premi
$28.80. Cc
quality. Yc
Jeff's.
-ASSUME P
month on
Leach's Mi.

TWO TEN
registered
8870.
BABY BED
In excellent.
7105.

EXCELLE:
economical,
cleaner. Rer
$1.00 at Big 1

BIRCH Wi
pletely fini
install. Prot
utility roorr
753-9705.

PUBLISHER'S. COPY
Consolidated Report of Condition of"

Phone 474-2

REMNANT
per cent off
510 West Ma

I•aftaa,7. 1549

Ione 11.4p ,81.4514)
•-

MERCURY
1964 model

and Domestic Subsidiaries at the close of

CONSOLE

AM-FM rad
9516 after 5:
, hiS §
Lfs
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

THREE
Charolais B
in the sprir
Ch aro1 a is
Honda 160,
up. Call 435p.m.

TS

unpinned awiwo
Cash and due from banks (including $ ULAU,4U"'''.
L.T.S. Treasury securities
Securities of other U.S. Government agencies and corporations:
Obligations of States and political subdivisions.
Other securities (including $
Trlding account securitiap.

9.
10.
11.
12.
it.
14.

Bank premises, furniture and fixtures, and other aorta repreelealosi beak prentiras
11411111 estate owned other than bank premises
Investments in subsidiaries not consolidated
Customer's liability to this bank on acceptances outetsading
Other assets
TOTAL ASSETS

is
16.
11.
18.
19.
20.
21.

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

Dernan4 deposits of iitaivkluals, partnership', and cored:ration!
Time and savings deposits of indivIdualicpartnershies, sad corporations
Deposits of United Staten Government
Deposits of States and political subdivisions....... .
Deposits of foreign governments and official iggiftsitiows
Depsidta of commercial banks
Certified and officers' checks, etc.
TOTAL DEPOSITS
(a) Total demand deposits.
(b) Total time and savings deposits
Federal funds purchased and securities sold under agreements to repurchase
Other liabilities for borrowed money
Mortgage indebtedness.
for account of this bank and outstanding
Acceptances executed by
Other liabilities...
TOTAL LIABILITIES
MINORITY INTEREST IN CONSOLIDATED SUBSIDIARIES

30.
31.
32.
33.

Reserve for bad debt loses on leans (set up pursuant to Internal Revenue Service rulingeT
Other reserves on loans
Reserves on securities
TOTAL RESERVES ON LOANS AND SECURITIES

AKC REGD.
Setter. Thre
health. Phoi

WAN1

LIABILITIES

az.

16
18
17
18
19
20

24
25
26
27
28
29

PLAYTEX.FAMOUS LONG LiNES AND LENGTHS
Styles 261,159, 2313 Reg. $7.95 Now $6.94
Style 270 Reg. $8.95 Now $7.94
Style 235, 225 Reg. $7.00 Now $5.99
(D Cups $1.00 more)

PLAYTEX.UVING•
STRETCH BRAS
Style 159 Reg.
Now $3.14
50
Style 179 Peg
Now $3.49
(D cups $1.00 more)

Save $2.01
"-"GIR&ES
'
PLAYTEX•5 LBS. THINNFP
Average Leg Reg. $12.95 'How $10.94
Long Leg Reg. $13.95 Now $11.94
_Regular Girdle Reg. $11.95 Now $9.94
Zipper Gtrdle Reg. $13.35. Now $11.94
Zipper Long Leg Reg. $1495 New $12.94
Sizes XS, 5, M. L-(XL $1.00,:rrfOr0

Save $2.01
NPLA YTEX•DOUBLE
DIAMOND T"GIRDLESFOR DOUBLE CONTROL
Shortie Reg.
Now
Average Leg Reg.
Now
Long Leg Reg.
Noss
Girdle Reg.

34. Capital notes and debenture!
nnainity of each issue outstanding)
(specify interest rate and35. Equity capital, total
Preferred stock-total per value
86.
(No. shares outstanding__
'
37.
Common stock-total par value
(No. shares authorised)(No. shares outstanding_71400____-)
38. 'Surplus
Undivided prate
39.
Reserve for contingencies and other capital reserves
40.
41 TOTAL CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
42, TOTAL LIABILITIES, RESERVES, AND CAPITAL ACCOUNTS

DIST
EXC

MEMORANDA
I. Average of total deposits for the 15 calendar days ending with call date
2 Average of total loan' for the 15 calendar days ending with call date
3 Unearned discount on instalment loans included in total capital accounts

Save $1.51
PLAVTEX•LIVtNG.
UNDERWIRE
STRETCH BRA
Self adjusts for support
-fit-perfect comfort
Style 186 Reg $7 00
New $5.99
(0 Cups $1 00 more)

Save $1.01

•

PLAYTEX.FREE SPIRIT'
-TRICOT BRAS
lingerie Soft for
Smooth Natural Look
Style 80 Soft Cup
Reg. $500 Now $3.99
Style 81 Slightly
Padded Reg $6 00
Now $4.114 Style 82 Fully Padded
Reg. $6.00 New $4.99.

PLAYTEX.
LYCRA SHORTIE
Fashion Magic CuffsPerfect with Panty Hose
Style 2800 Reg. $8.50
Now Wee

Sizes XS,

M, L-

(XL $1.00 more)

,Can* a/

Kentucky

18th
Stoney to and rabajed !IP*, sto tats
nmi 1 hereby certify lAsi I as erg as officer ot. dire-for WINO base.
. October 11

WANT TO
American I
age or cond
Murray,Ky

aluminum
Couple pr
Available
Farmer. Ph

•

%awe $1.01

WANT TO Is
timber. Also
and sawdus
and Lumber

THREE-B

CAPITAL ACCOUNTS

Save $1.01

mobile hour
Dill, 753-293

FOR SA

RESERVES ON LOANS AND SECURITIES

Sawn $L011::

WANT TO E
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College Junior Pragrani'Offered

Linda Stubblefield To
Porter,Attend Freed-Hardeman

this period is
The family of Mrs.
Young women who have to twelve months of
of at college with no Army duties
year
Lassiter wishes to extend our
junior
their
eted
compl
Stubblefield, daughter
deepest thanks and appreication Linda S.
interested in the and no uniforms.
Mrs. Ewing J. Stub- college may be
to our many friends and neigh of Mr. and
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the
draw
to
today
chairman
LOUISVILLE, KY. ( UPI I—
opening day last year.
Former State Sen. Shelby C. issues and provide leadership," Included on the 'program
Kinkead of Lexington was in- Breathitt said. "If we elect Wednesday will be discussions on
stalled Monday as the new Shelby Kinkead, we will be taking many phases of tobacco growing Now a unique story about R. H.
Democratic State Party chair- a major step toward the election including disease control, Dilday, son of Malcolm Dilday,
man over strenous objections by of a Democratic governor in varieties, making plant beds, former resident of Murray. Mr
the campaigii forces of U. Gov. 1971."
new equipment, how industry Malcolm Dilday raised his family
Low On Funds
Wendell H. Ford.
looks
at tobacco. County Agent here and they attended the First
finances
in
State Sen. Walter Dee find- He said that party
Ted
Howard
will summarize the Baptist Church. Mrs. Riley
dleston, D—Elizabethtown, the state had dwindled to such an various discussions.
Crawford, who sent us this story,
Ford's state campaign manager, extent that the Democrats might Following lunch round table says he had to take his oldest son
state
their
close
led a fight to try to delay the be forced to
discussions will be held in small to Texas for his health.
selection of a state party headquarters office for lack of groups.
chairman for 30 days, but the funds.
J. R. Miller, the forrw state
Democratic State Central
R. H. Dllday gradjated from
Executive Committee overrode chairman who resigned lak June
Hugh School in Texas in the same
participate in the Ford
to
his objections.
class as Bro. Rhriswell who is
By a vote of 31-17, the com- campaign, told the committee
now pastor of the First Baptist
mittee upheld a ruling by acting that he quit the post because he (Continued From Page Onel
Church in Dallas, Texas. R. H.
state chairman Mrs. Marie thought it should be filled by
lives in Dallas
f Russell Hooper
Turner of. Breathitt County, who someone who would stay strictly Civil Defense office were present now and is a member of the
held that Huddleston's motion for neutral in the guvernatorial and brought radio equipment to Dallas first Church.
contest.
a delay was out of order.
assist in the search.
The committee then approved "I want to state here today that Col. Leon Reed of the Kentucky
was
named
for
Kinkead's nomination for state Shelby Kinkead
Civil Defense office was in
chairman by a 35-1 vote, with 13, one reason—because Bert
and attempting to assist.
him,"
Miller
said
wants
members abstaining.
Calloway County Board of
The
bitterness,
Miller
some
With
Kinkead Pledges Neutrality
Education furnished school buses
Kinkead, 57, a former mayor of observed that he was not sur- to transport the volunteers into Collision With Baptist Saves Man
Lexington who later served eight prised that the majority of the different areas of the search and Bent On Suicide.
years in the State Senate, ap- committee voted for Kinkead Murray State University and the
peared before the committee to because they had been appointed Murray State ROTC were in- RATON, N. M.—A bizarre
pledge his "strict neutrality" in by former governors Combs and strumental in obtaining a accident that nearly claimed the
the race for the Democartic Breathitt and "owe it to them to helicopter to assist in the search. life of a Texas Baptist leader
gubernatorial nomination bet- vote their way."
The Kentucky State Police had near Raton apparently saved the
ween Ford and former Gov. Bert • -Kinkead told the committee a fixed wing aircraft in the area, life of another man.
that one of his main responCombs,
and a local volunteer whose name "R. H. Dilday, director of the
Huddleston and State Sen. sibilities as chairman will be "to was not obtained, but who is a Texas Baptist Church Services
William Sullivan, D—J-lenderson, see to it that the Democrats are cropduster in Murray, assisted in Division, was waiting 'out a
both argued that the committee not gerrymandered out of certain the search.
rainstorm with his wife at a
meeting Monday was "im- legislators in the forthcoming . All of the ministers in Hazel reststop. The couple via*,
of
the
General
properly _called" because there special session
and in the Murray area, including returning to Dallas from a week
was no notice announcing the Assembly."
B. R. Winchester, Jim Baker, at Glorieta Baptist Assembly,
purpose of the meeting.
Elbert Johns and Bill Johnson, Glorieta, N. M.
They maintained that Kinkead
were constantly in and out of the "Dilday had fallen asleep in the
was Combs' handpicked canCity Hall assisting with the couple's camper trailer when an
didate for the job as party
automobile collided with it,
search.
chairman and urged the comJim Baker, who is a City embedding itself to within about
mittee "in the spirit of fairness'
Council member in Hazel, stayed 12 inches of one interior wall. The
to look for another man who
on -the desk, and with Terry mattress on which Dilday was
would be acceptable to both the
Calloway sleeping was jammed between
W. C. (Connie) Hall of Murray Mullins, Chief of the
Combs and Ford factions.
County Rescue Squad, directed the front of the car and the wall,
Route
Seven
was
claimed
by
.• Former Gov. Edward T.
but the Baptist worker was
and coordinated the search.
Breathitt, in an impassioned death Monday at 3:10 p.m. at the The family and citizens in Hazel thrown clear.
Ow called upon his fellow Murray-Calloway County expressed their appreciation for -The Lord just knocked me ont
committee members to approve Hospital.
the effort of pp concerned, and of the bed and clear of the car,"
Kinkead's nomination and The deceased was 85 years of the entire community is sad- Dilday said. "I received a minor
warned that any further delay in age and was a member of the dened by the loss of this young cut on the head."
naming a chairman would play Sinking Spring Baptist Church. citizen.
"The driver of the car, a Raton
into the hands of the Republicans. He and his wife, who survives,
father of two young children, was
had
celebrated
their
62nd
wedHe said he had heard exuninjured but seemed inpressions of concern from many ding anniversary on October 25 of
Dilday said.
toxicated,
Kentucky Democrats about the the past year.
"At the hospital, however, he
Mr.
Hall
was
born
in
Tennessee
lack of leadership in the party, a
learned that the man had become
need that would be filled by on December 19, 1885, and was
From
The
depressed after losing his job and
making Kinkead state chairman. the son of the late George Hall
taken a bottle of sleeping pills.
and
Martha
Cochran
Hall.
"I am convinced that we won't
"He told us that he meant to
be meeting our responsibility to Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
drive off a cliff, but hit our trailer
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SALE
ONE RACK OF

DRESSES

LADIES

JUMP
SUITS
Values to '11.66

$10
"& $1300
LADIES

ALL
PURFOSE

T. COATS

Values to

Many styles and
colors to choose
'from.
*.
1
_
$ Values to
$23.44

7.66

LONG
COATS
Bonded wool,
fake fur, solids,
herringbone,
plaids
Values to
28.44

$ 10"&
LITTLE BOYS

LITTLE BOYS

HIRTS
itusit-1 Wear
Values to 51.97

Values to 14.33
Siz0c A 18
00

LITTLE BOYS

SWEATER
SETS _
Asst Color-s- and Sizes
Reg. 55.33
$200

300

Piece
100 per cent Acrylic
LADIES 2

JEANS,
SLACKS,
DRESS
PANTS

PERM/I-PRESS

Plaids & Solids

$4

00

Regular $8.33

LADIES SWEATER
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1920. He al
bad winter
of 1917 w
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ground unt
1918.

LITTLE BOYS

PANT
SUITS

SWEATERS
Assorted Colors & Sizes

Reg. 59.44
NOW

Values to '3.66

Murrellei
High &ha

A

SUEDE VESTS
SWEATERS
PONCHOES
KNIT TOPS
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ONE'LARGE RACK WITH A BIG ASSORTMENT OF.
*
*
*
*
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* SKIRTS
* SWEATER VESTS
* MANY OTHER ITEMS
Too Numerous to Mention

Funeral Services
For Sgt. Harps
Cesacted In Texas

Purchase Area
Hog Market

LADIES

$1000

News

Mrs. Latham's
Father Expires

Is Ui
In C

COATS

Narrow and wide
wale corduroy,
A great assortment plain and fur collars,
of colors and-Styles. leather trim.
Bonded Orions,
Acrylics, Knits,
Assorted Colors
Velvet and Perma Press,
Solids, Tweeds, Plaids
12.44 to '18.44
Values to '21.44

Quotes

Stock Notice

Dim

LADIES

Juniors, Misses &
Half Sizes

Asst Colors

United

Edgar Wit
bad
it hw tser
n
November
froze over
it, he rgcol

(Cantina

GIRLS

PERT 'N PRETTY
PATENT

(Imported) in Black
The

oa
cloK'
tlednytntck

Rog. $4.49
$2 33
Bright Hardware Trim
-Slick manmde Patent uppers with the look
of real Cobra
Smart
stand-lip tongue; New slash heel
v

Reg. 81.99
$ 5°
v Shiny suds-clean,patent manmade uppers
v Straps 'n buckle styling
v Brass stud trim

BE L -AIR SHOPPING CpsiTiR
Store Hours: Mon. - Sat. 900 a.m. - 9: p.m .
Sunday 12:30 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Phone: 753-8777
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